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Subject Line: Darth Vader pizza (yup, it’s an actual thing)... 

Hey, XXXXX 

“Come to the dark side. We have pizza!” 

Pizza often sounds like it’s ACTUALLY saying that, doesn’t it? 

Here’s what I mean: 

When it comes to staying on a strict diet to lose weight, most of us are like Luke 

Skywalker in The Empire Strikes Back. We really want to win the war against the Empire 

(meaning all those fattening pastas and fast foods), and we try our best to defeat 

temptation with the Force (meaning willpower). 

Yet pizza is like Darth Vader saying, “The Force is with you, young weight-watcher. But 

you are not a Jedi yet.” 

The next thing you know, an empty pizza box sits there as evidence of the battle you 

just lost. And like Luke hanging off that catwalk, you cry, “No! That’s not true! That’s 

impossible!” 

Okay, that was a little over the top, but you get the point. 

We’ve all faltered in our best intentions at weight loss, and we can often beat ourselves 

up pretty good about it. But that’s why strict diets don’t work for people.  

Who needs all that pain and suffering? 

Here’s the trick about weight loss and the foods you love. 

It doesn’t have to be one or the other. That’s why diets fail. You can have your Darth 

Pizza and eat it too by simply making better weight-smart choices for toppings. Here 

are three easy ones you can choose today: 

Olives 

Studies published in the British Journal of Nutrition show that replacing saturated fats 

(like those in pepperoni) with unsaturated fats (found in olives) can help boost weight 

loss. And here’s a Jedi weight-loss mind trick that might come in handy. 



If you’re ordering pizza with friends and someone insists on pepperoni, say, “You do not 

want pepperoni. You want olives.” Or just get olives on half. Whatever works. 

Reduced-Fat Cheese 

A pizza may not be a pizza without cheese, but that doesn’t mean you have to order 

traditional cheese loaded with enough fats and calories to stop a trash compacter. 

Instead, look for pizzas with reduced-fat or partly skimmed cheese. Better yet, grab a 

pizza shell and make your own. That way, you can use less cheese but still jazz up the 

flavor with fresh herbs like basil, oregano and thyme. 

Skip the Cheese Altogether! 

Letting go of attachments is hard, especially when it comes to cheese. (After all, it’s 

gooey and sticks to things.) But you don’t need cheese to enjoy a delicious pizza. Try 

brushing a pizza shell with olive oil and sprinkle it with herbs, then load up on low-

calorie tomato sauce. A Jedi may have a calm and peaceful mind, but if you get this 

combo right, you can explode your taste buds like blowing up the Death Star. 

And don’t forget the vegetables. Go crazy with them! They’re low-calorie and loaded 

with vitamins. So fire them on randomly like a stormtrooper trying to hit something. 

The key to meeting your weight-loss goals is balance, and that includes moderation. 

You don’t have to deny yourself the foods you love. You simply have to combine them 

with healthy choices that include moderate daily exercise and the right all-natural 

nutritional supplements to speed things along and stay on target. 

>> Discover the natural weight-loss nutrients I’m talking about... 

When you do that, weight loss isn’t a battle. 

It’s a joy, just like life should be. 

Best, 

XXXXX 

PS: Did I use too many Star Wars references? Let me know if I did. (What can I say? I’m a 

fan.) :) 


